VISHWASHANTI
SANGEET NRITYA SAMAROH
Classical Dance is the
movement of the human spirit. It can go
beyond language and straight to the
heart and soul of the people.
In this era of instability and intolerance
NRITYADHARA KATHAK REASEARCH
INSTITUTE presents every year since
2015 Vishwashanti Sangeet
Nrityasamaroh conceptualized by the
committee of NRITYADHARA KATHAK
REASEARCH INSTITUTE, Thane.

It is a beautiful, divine effort to encourage the audience to let go of everything and
spend a few moments of your life to the spiritual bliss. Vishwashanti Sangeet
Nrityasamaroh takes place every year with the sole objective of introducing any
divine music that has power to spread world peace. It aims to present Indian classical
as well as folk , fusion and any other form of music, which gives us a great message
to spiritual fulfillment. The programme also includes an interactive session of
meaningful conversation and appreciation of music between learned maestros and
the audience.

Each year Vishwashanti takes up one central theme correlated to what the
invited artist expertise in.

VISHWASHANTI 2015
Vishwashanti 2015 marked the opening of Vishwashanti Sangeet Nrityasamaroh , as
Naad Tarang. It was an awesome concoction of various instruments like Tabla, Guitar,
Sitar, Cajon, Drums, and Piano along with Kathak. The event, that took place at Kashinath
Ghanekar Sabhagruh Thane, was a rich experience thanks to renowned artists like Pt.Ravi
Chari, Drummer Gino Banks, Guitarist Sheldon D'Silva, and Kathak virtuoso Mukta Joshi,
Tabla by Guru Kishore Pande, Rhythm by promising artist Vaibhav Wavikar.

Our first opening
programme
Naad Tarang
on 3rd January 2015

The year began with vibrant splendor of dance, melody and rhythm at
Kashinath Ghaneakar in Thane featuring the dance diva Guru Mukta Joshi
and many other great artists. As a matter of fact, despite Vishwashanti’s
concept being hosting Indian classical artists and their caliber, this year, by
co-incidence, we happened to meet Pt. Ravi Chari so Vishwashanti colored
in blue. The concert incorporated the electric mix of elements from Indian
classical music and western jazz influences amalgamated with contemporary
dance styles. It was a special cause for raising money for the Kashmir flood
relief and all the proceeds were donated to the charity.

Gino Banks on drums
and Pt. Ravi Chari on
Sitar

VISHWASHANTI 2016

• Vishwashanti 2016 was our second programme. It was
extremely special for audience of Thane, because to our great
pleasure we had none other than Gaansaraswati Kishoritai
Amonkar, one of the greatest Indian classical singers of all time
as the honorable artist, who had open conversation with the
music-loving audience about music, Raagaas, techniques of
singing etc. Moreover, she explained the term music and how it
relates to Shanti, how the concept of Vishwashanti Sangeet
Nrityasamaroh is very appropriate and how such festivals are
indeed required for the world-peace.
It was a very successful event, which was taken notice by all the
press-reporters, since it happened for the first time ever in
Thane .

Kishoritai Amonkar
with Guru Mukta Joshi

Honorable Kishoritai in conversation
Vocalist Kalyani Salunke with
Harmonium maestro Abhijit Karandikar

Guru Mukta Joshi

Gaansaraswati Kishoritai Amonkar
In an open conversation with audience

Honoring Kishoritai Amonkar
Guru Kishor Pandeji

Vishwashanti 2016
In the first half of the show , we initiated the programme with
Vishwashanti prayer. Then a very interesting Anahat Naad was
presented followed by Shantirupak Nritya, Shivosparah Nritya,
because Shiva is the symbol of eternal peace and in the end
Swaranubhuti Nritya took people’s breath away. The artists to
contribute to this were Singers Pt. Suresh Bapat, Kalyani Salunke.
Tabla by Guru Kishor Pande, Sarangi played by Ustad Farukh Latif
Khan, Harmonium by Abhijit Karandikar and Kathak by none other
than Guru Mukta Joshi with her senior-most students.
The second half was studded by a heart to heart conversation with
Gaansarswati Kishoritai Amonkar. The unparalleled narrators
Keshav Paranjape and Nandini Bedekar were also an important part
of this event.

Pandit Suresh Bapat,
Guru Mukta Joshi
and senior students
of Nrityadhara
Performing at
Vishwashanti Sangeet Samaroh

Vishwashanti 2017
11th February 2017 was the third year of Vishwashanti Sangeet
Nrityasamaroh , where our honorable artist was the great
Pakhawaj Maestro Bhawani Shankarji.
Through playing Pakhawaj, he explained how the Naad relates to
Shanti and how Lord Shiva’s ‘Om’ resonates with the sound of
Pakhawaj. He also presented some Sanskrit Shlokas, Shivstuti
and taal Jhaptaal vigorously in such a way that audience was truly
left spellbound.
This marked another phenomenal success of Vishwashanti
Sangeet Nrityasamaroh 2017.
In the beginning of this programme, we presented Devi Tandav by
senior students of Nritydhara along with Nrityangana Mukta
Joshi, who delighted the audience with Shuddha Kathak in Taal
Jhaptaal accompanied by Guru Kishor Pande on Tabla.

With the blessings of our Guru, we strive to bring our audience new and better concepts
with many experienced artists each year and continue to work towards making the world a
more peaceful place.

Guruma Padmashree Dr.
RoshanKumariji

Our Details: www.muktajoshi.in
www.facebook.com/nrityadharain
stitute
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